Soccer Team Edges Oneonta
As Tsododo, Guddat Pace Attack

Led by Maurice Tsododo's two goals, and Udo Guddat's nail-biting tally late in the first period, Coach Joe Garcia's first-up Peds scored a 3-1 triumph over the Blue Devils. Last week the Blue Devils were standouts for State's defense, as Rawe and home and single again on the line. Rawe's three offensive skills have been up with 22 saves, many at crucial moments late in the game.

Fresh Booters Tie Hudson Valley;
LaReau, Glaser Star in Comeback

by Mike Forrest

Tony Glaser's goal with 6:36 gone in the first overtime period enabled State to tie Hudson Valley, 2-2, Wednesday, in an away game.

Glaser had an extremely difficult time in defense. He always seemed to be no less than two steps behind.

LaReau was outstanding in the second overtime period. By my count, he was in the box with 24 saves.

The Lynn Line on Sports

by Ronald Leyendecker

Soccer Coach Joe Garcia has decided that the transitions of modern dance steps in the caucoausasian drill that the soccer booster club is planning to reorganize will improve his team's coordination and agility. Since coordination and agility are very important aspects of soccer, these drills will probably prove worthwhile.

However, it is not certain that modern dancing is not the answer to the soccer team's problems. Two weeks ago in the final game against Brooklyn College, the Peds' greatest weakness was an inability to sustain an off defense. Steady pressure and the absorbing of teamwork were the main reasons for the lost defense which has been reorganized.

In the Brooklyn College game, the opposition was able to dominate control of the ball through skillful positioning. The Blue Devils' goal was scored on a crossfield pass when the State boosters were lacking in coordination and balance. The Blue Devils' goal was scored on a crossfield pass when the State boosters were lacking in coordination and balance.

The Yankees will top the Cardinals In six games in 1964. LaReau picked off 30 passes last year and the tie satisfied State's six. LaReau picked off 30 passes last year and the tie satisfied State's six.

The Peds have fared well In the new season. As they face Plattsburgh, the Peds' winning percentage is 69.
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The Mild Ones on Wild Twos

By Paul Closter

"First year, it's all right, I'm glad, you know. Third year is much more of a challenge in terms of the amount of work that you have to do..."

I guess we could have enjoyed ourselves a little bit more if it wasn't such a "bull."
Potsdam Blanks Booters 1-0
To Dampen Homecoming Spirit

Playing before a homecoming crowd of approximately 2,000 enthusiastic fans, State's determined Potsdam defense and well-played 1-0 contest at Potsdam College last Saturday. State's defense was outstanding as host of the action was forced into Potsdam's half of the field. However, Potsdam's offense couldn't overcome State's swift and rugged defense, as the winner's goal, Barry Mickelson, played a sensational goal to the Potsdam backfield.

The game was played under an overcast sky and winds with a strong wind speed to the field and the latter conditions even more modifying.

For most of the first half, the winner was favored as such. Potsdam needed to keep up with the pace, but key players on the State line were also able to move the ball upfield.

The second half saw the Potsdam defense at its best to keep the State attack at bay. However, Potsdam's defense never really wavered as the team played a strong position throughout the game. The defense, led by Barry Mickelson, was highly praised for their performance.

HALFBACK FRED RAWE dribbled around Potsdam forward at the Meet for a "fine, determined" effort that was highly praised as was Ken Haven, Robinson First.

HALFBACK FRED RAWE was highly praised for his performance at the Meet for a "fine, determined" effort. The team's offensive mainstay, despite being牵制了 in the first eight runners. The team also showcased its defense, led by Barry Mickelson, who 

Second Place Close

The second place position was taken by New Haven's BOD, Dave Kram, who tied with Turtle (16:45) and Bob Flick (16:46) for the lead at the Potsdam goal last Saturday. In an away match against Turtle, New Haven defeated Turtle (16:45) and Bob Flick (16:46) by a score of 20-39.

The meet will also be scored as a triangular meet with KPI and Ped Jake Johnville. The Ped Jake Johnville team won the meet victory in a row for the Peds.

The third quarter was a duplicate of the first with the Potsdam goal last Saturday. The team also showcased its defense, led by Barry Mickelson, who

Annual Parents Day Provides Entertainment, Speeches Tomorrow

Parents of SUNY's freshmen will be greeted to a day of welcome and special orientation as part of the annual Parents' Day tomorrow. A series of scheduled events today will serve as a chance for freshmen and their parents to visit both residence halls and their children.

In order to facilitate arrangements, a schedule of events is provided for these parents and students. Group A will visit the residence halls and residence. Group B will visit residence halls and residence. Group C will visit residence halls and residence.

Parents are also scheduled to receive an orientation in the residence hall at 1:00 p.m. All residence halls are included in the schedule, which includes the residence halls of the freshmen. Group A will guide the freshman's residence, while Group B will guide the freshman's residence. Group C will guide the freshman's residence, while Group D will guide the freshman's residence.

The reception will last approximately one hour and will include a welcome speech by President Fortier, who will also introduce some of the performers.

A date has not been set yet for the annual Parents' Day. The event is expected to take place in the second half of the academic year.

Entertainment for the evening will include the Milt Cavendish Trio, Pat Schenck, and other performers.

The event is expected to include songs and dance performances by the Student Council, as well as special guests. The performers will also be followed by a dance at Page Hall at 2 p.m. Miss Sue Nichols, John Fotia, Helen Stoll, Robin Dawes, and many others. Performers will also speak.

The reception will last approximately one hour and will include a welcome speech by President Fortier, who will also introduce some of the performers.

A date has not been set yet for the annual Parents' Day. The event is expected to take place in the second half of the academic year.

Entertainment for the evening will include the Milt Cavendish Trio, Pat Schenck, and other performers. Performing talents as Lillian Fuchs, Artur Balsam, Aldo Parisot, and the members of Music and the Julliard School.

The event is expected to include songs and dance performances by the Student Council, as well as special guests. The performers will also speak.